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American Aristo Coy's

SEE FOLLOWING PAGES.

WITII TEN YEARS TEST

Of their products in all climates of the
globe, proving ten years faithful adherence
to the principal of permaneicy, with ten
years of keeping good faith on all promises
made to the fraternity. The American
Aristotype Co. feel that they have qualified
as manufacturers havingan honestly earned
reputation, whose statements regarding the
merits of their goods, means something to
the successful photographer.
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American Aristo Coy's

ARISTO JUNIOR.
PRICE LIST.

Inforce Feb. r, 1899. Subject Io change wilhout notice.
Sold in Original Packages only.

2 Doz. Doz. % Gro. Gro.

3• x 3% ....... .$30......... $30 .......... $1 35
3% x 4 •.......... ...... 30 ...... • •.......... 35
3 x 4% •............... 30 ..... ••............. 35
4 x 4............ . 30 · •.................. 1 35
4 X 5 •........................$0 20 .. $080 .. 1 45

44 x5%...............•·.....•... 25 .......... •• 90
2% x 3U Carte-de-Visite......... 20 .......... I 10

3 x 4 Mantello. ............ 20 .......... I 10
3%x 5% Cabinet................ 25 ·· I 10 •• I75
3%X 5% Cabinet................ 25 .- Io .• 75
4 x 6 .......... ...... ....... 25 I o..1 75
5 x 7 .......... ........... 35 75. 2 85
5 × 8 ......... .............. 35 · 90 3 25

5%x 7 ............... ....... 40 .. 2 05 • 3 50
63x 8% - • ••............. ........ 50.· 2 6o. 4 60
7 x 9 ......... •................. 55 2 95 5 4o
8 x10 ........... ................. 65 3 75 7 00
10 X12 ............ ........... I 00 5 65 ••Io 75
Il x14 . ...... .......... ... ... 1 30• 7 55 ••14 00
14 x17 .... .................... I 95 ••II 30 .. 21 50
16 X 20 ........................ 2 00 ..15 05 .29 05
18 X 22 .... ...... ...... ...... .. 3 25 .. 18 80 ••36 55
20 X 24 .............. ......... 3 75 -. 22 05 ••43 00

1o yard rolls $4.85. 5 yard rolls $2.70. o foot rolIs 1.90.
NoTE.-Half dozen packages in following sizes only:

IIxI4, 7ocents; 14x17,$I.oo; 16X20, $1.35 ; 181x22,
$1.75 ; 20 X 24, $2.oo.

Anerican Aristo Co.
Jamestown, N.V.

~' wv 1 J
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American Aristo Coy's

VPI1tl'NT
VRObCTS.

Aristo Platino & Blue Label,
PRICE LIST.

Inforce Feb. i, 1899. SubjeC Io ehange wilhout notiee.
Sold in original packages only.

2 D. Do:. 34 Gi o. Gro.

39x 33•.••••.•••••••$ 35 .............. $1 60
334 4 ••••••.··········.35 .......... ..... 60

3X × 4X ................ 35 ............... 60

4 x 5 · ·........................ $0 25 ··$ oo••I o

43x 5 - -.- ••••..................
23 x 39 Carte-de-Visite.........
3 x 4 Mantello ...........
3y× x 534 Cabinet............·• • ·
3!x 571 Cabinet-• ••••...........
4 x 6 ...... ..............
5 x 7 •••........................

5 × 8 - .... .................
5%X 7- •••····..................

634x 834........................
7 x 9 . ......... .............

8 x o ...................
Io x•. . ....................... I

Il x14 ........................- · •

14 x17 ................. ...... 2

16 ·X20 ........................ 3
18 X 22 .......... ................ 3
20 ^ 24 .................... ... 4

30 ......... 2 25
25 ......... 1 30

25 ......... 1 30

30 1 3n.. 2 15

30 1 30.- 2 15

35• 1 45- 2 45

40 2 10-- 3 45

45.. 2 25.- 3 90
50.. 2 50- 4 30
6o.. 3 o.. 5 50

65•• 3 55·· 6 45
So.• 4 50•• 840
20.. 6 8o..2 90
55. 9 00..16 80

40 -. 13 55.·25 80

10 ••18 10-•34 85
90 .. 22 60--43 90
50 .. 26 45.-51 6o

Cabinet Seconds, per gross, $1.75; Boxes Seconds, $1.25;

io-yard rolls, $6.45 ; 5-yard rolls, $3.5o;

io-foot rolls, $2.45.

NoTE.-Half dozen packages in following sizes only

IX 14, So cents; 14 X 17, $1.25 ; 16x2o, $î.6o;
18 x 22, $2.05 ; 20 X 24, $2.40.

American Aristo Co.
G•)

Jamestown, N.Y
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Other Aristo Products.
Aristo Gold.

Specially refiied for Aisto paper, and absolutely
reliable.

Per bottle, size No. 1.................$o 50
Per bottle, size No. 2................... I OO
Per bottle, size No. 3.............. 2 Oo

Aristo Platinum Solution.
All ready for use by the addition of water. In
connection with gold bath, this preparation
secures reliably the Platinum and Carbon effects
now so popular on Aristo Platino.

Per bottle, size No. i.................. $o 50
Per bottle, size No. 2....................I oo

Aristo Single Toner.
Per bottle, size No. I..................$0 50
Per bottle, size No. 2...... ........... I 00

Aristo Spotting-out Colors.
These colors will burnish to the same brilliancy
as film, and are put up in packages containing
three shades.

Package of three shades..............$o 50

Adamantine Negative Varnish.
Put up by American Aristotype Company with
special reference to use with Aristo paper and
dry plates. No sticking or staining in any kind
of weather if directions are followed. Does not
remove retouching.

6-oz. bottle........... ......... ...... $0 40
Pints ..... .......... ... .......... t oo
Quarts............................... i 9o
Gallons.............................. 7 00

Matt Surfacing Solution.
Per 6-oz. bottle...... ................. $050

Special Note.
Ali brands of printing-out paper bearing our
tra?. mark are manufactured with special refer-
enc. , o permnaneucy, and have been fully tested
in this regard by the leading members of the
fraternity for the past ten years.

Permanent
Products.

American Aristotype Co.
Jamestown, N.Y.
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P. A. of A. 18th Annual Convention
Coloron, Chautauqua Lake,

July 17th to 22th inclusive
Secretary GEORGE B. SPERRY

1ir. H. R. CORNISH the Canadian
representative of the American Aristo
Co., has his office at No. 159 Bay St.,
Toronto, and will always cheerfully
answer any communications regarding
Aristo products.

To the Photographers of
A merica.

I would respectfully call attention
to our next Annual Convention, to
be held at Celeron, from July 17th to
22nd inclusive. The Executive Board
having held session and passed upon
the many difficult problems arising, to
the best of their judgment, with equal
fairness to all. call upon yoü for your
indorsement, your exhibits, and above
all, your attendance, to assist in mak-
ing this, our Nineteenth Annual Con-
vention, a grand one.

Don't sit in your studio; feeling
satisfied with your efforts, but come
out and join us and spend a week at
one of the most beautiful spots in
A merica, studying the exhibits gather-
ed from all sections of the country
and exchanging ideas with the many
new acquaintances you will make.
You will find them the most progress-
ive, energetic and most social set of

gentlemen you have ever met. Let
your appointments await your return,
and when with us, lend us your aid in
preparing for an ideal Convention for
1900.

Our Association should be the pri-
de and have the support of every pho-
tographer in the land. Let's stir our..
selves, take more interest in our Asso-
ciation, and contribute our mite to its
suste nance. Attend our meetings oc-
casionally and not depend wholly on
our journals to place before us the be-
nefits and advancements our Conven-
tion alone make possible. Join with
us this year in the hustle for artistic
progress, and you wili return home
enthused, feelin- that you have enjoy-
ed a week of profit and pleasure that
you could ill afford to have missed.

Our membership fees are only $3.
annual dues $2, and the Treasurer is
now ready to receive same.

Yours respectfully,
GEO. W. VARNEY, yereasurer,

Photographer' Associatioh of America.

3937 DREXEL BOULEVARD,
CICAGO.

Convention Duties.
When the bromide patent was

abroad in the land and the process
monger was vaxing rich, the poor,
duped photogrýpher changed his col-
lodion formula as often as he had the
opportunity (and the means) to buy
the latest secret one of some noted

4nia
Vol. VII. 18 99.
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operator. His competitors were his
enemies from force of habit. As each
believed the other's success due to a
better process, the estrangement was
iot easily broken. \Vith the organi-
zation of the old National Plhotogra-
phers' Association, these restrictions
began to give vay. In teclinical qua-
lities, most especially, photography
advanced rapidly. Exchange of ideas
suggested new ones. The occupation
of the process nonger was gone. The
civilities of the day were exchanged
among competitors in place of the
stony stare of former days. The dry-
plate worker of recent date can never
fully realize the petty jealousies and
the bickerings of the old wet-plate
man. It took soine tinie to pierce his
crust, but when lie was touclied lie
gave ail ie had. The life of the old
society was not in vain. The mar-
velous growth of photography is
largely due to these early conventions.
They furnish the feast vhich the jour-
nals soon spread. lhe influence of
the convention is far-reaching. Not
a photographer in the land, though
he never attended one or sent an ex-
hibit, but is the better for their exis-
tence. While admitting that ail are
under obligations to the Association,
and should ftcl it their duty to help
sustain it, we are not going to ask
you to come to the meetings or pre-
pare an exhibit because of that oblig-
ation. The personal benefits are so
great that, should these not appeal to
you, it would be useless to appeal to
your sense of duty. As a matter of
practical education, the school of pho-
tography conducted by the American
Aristotype Company is one of the
most important features of the con-
icntion. Its corps of instructors are
the best obtainable. ' lhe value of
seeing a photographic manipulation is
too well known to need any argument
in its favor. The Art Annex is a
school of infinite variety, in which he
learns the most who sees the most.

Professor Lorado Taft, of Chicago,
one of the best known art educators
of the country, will give an art lecture
illustrated by stereopticon slides. Mr.
Hollinger, of New York, will give one
of his characteristic talks on " How to
Get Good Prices" The royal manner
in vhich the Association lias been
entertained at Celoron is a sufficient
guarantee of a good time coming.
The educational advantage of pre-
paring an exhibit will well repay you
for your time and material, without
any regard to after results. Enthuse
a little enterprise into your work. It
vill relieve the drudgery. Lake

Chautauqua is the ideal spot for an
outing trip. For any information in
regard to transportation. hotels, or for
entry blanks, prize lists, etc., apply to

GEORGE B. SPERRY,
Secretary Photographers' Association

of America,
319 Summit Street,

Toledo, O.

INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
BV OSBORN TIIORNBERY.

Interior photography is not given
the attention by amateurs that it
ought to have. I suppose it is because
they do not like to wait during the
long exposure. This is a great pity,
because I think that the photograph-
ing of interior architecture a very fas-
cinating hobby. There are thousands
of sniall village churches ail over the
country that contain some historical
curiosities, such as effigies, peculiar
glass windows, old and curious fonts,
and beautiful carved pulpits. The pho-
tographs thus taken may be of consi-
derable value some day, either from a
scientific or historical point of view.
Interior architectural photography re-
quires greater care than most branches
of photography, as there are so many
difficulties to overcome, such as duli
coloured light, focusing, slippery floor,
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THE

Convertible Anastigmats
ZEISS' FATENT.

THREE LENSES IN ONE.
A New Universal Series of Lenses lm

for Process Workers and Single Lenses F/12-5, Extra Rarid

Professional Photographers, Doublets F/6•3, and )ets of Anas-
tigmats (Zeiss' Patent).

MIinufactured by

ROSS, Limited,-..
Soie Licensees for the British Empire.

A Photographic Outfit siould be applicable to every
pIrpose that it mny rensoiably be expected to fulfil. Il should
be optically canable of producing satisfactory pictires. varying
iii size of image, lutier the differing conditions of .iglht nsd
Distance. To ieet these requirements:

The liciew Convertible Anastigmats are Universal
Lenses of the first order, being suitable for Process Work,
L.anduslcapes, Seac.,apes, Iistattaneous Views. Architecture,
Portraits, Grotips, Copying, and indecd for every class of in-
door and outdoor Photography.

They tuay fairly be considered the inost satisfactory and
gencrally usefil I.eises a Plrocess Worker or Photographer cau
provide hiniself with.

Series VII

CONVERTIBLE ANASTIGMATS, F-12.5.
Rapid Anastigmatic Single Lenses, for Instantaneous Photographs, Landscapes,

and Large Portraits or Groupe.

These Lenses can be combined to form Doublets having an aperture of f/6-3 (Series VIla)
and Sets of Anastigiats. (See below.)

RATIO OF STOPS • f/12·5, f/16, f/22 6, f/32, f/45, f6.1.
No IýUiVaIllt Fcus. Sizc of Plate Sliarply covered at Iris Di.phrag.m

No Equivalenît iI Caîîadiaî Prices
f 18m5. fi /in.e.

1 Sîu 311 634/ X 4e4 83-,/ x 6j4 3 15 0 I $22 50
2 224 9 '34X5 Io X8 4 5 0 2650
3 285 114 834 x 6 12 X 10 5 O O 3150
4 350 14 Io X8 13 XII 6 0 o 3750

5 492 16j4 12 X10 15 xr2 7 15 O 4750
6 480 I93< 13 XII 16 X13 10 15 O 6750
7 590 23!e I5 X12 18 x16 13 15 0 8250
8 690 27z 16 X 13 24 X20 Is 0 0 11250

815 32 iS x16 25 X22 23 0 0 14D0
10 920 364' 2o xx6 28 X 24 29 0 O 17650
i 1050 142 122 XIS 32 X2 27 10 211 50

The cost of pairing two Lenses for Stercoscopie wvork is $2.5o.
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gettlug camera upright, halation, un-
even illumination, exposure, etc. All
these can easily be overcome by
patience and care. It is always best
to take your time in photographing
any subject, more so in architectural
ones. It is no good hurriedly focus-
ing and exposing, as the results will
sure to be disappointing. The first
thing to consider is thekind of camera
to use. It should have a swing back,
also a swing front, and allow of the
front being :aised. A square-bellows
one is a great deal better than one
with a conical bellows, as it will allow
of the front being raised without the
bellows coming within the angle of
view. Photographers in general now
go in for lightness and compactness
in cameras, that is why nearly all
cameras are made with conical bellows
as the greatest disadvantage of square
bellows is their weight, Conical bel-
lows will do quite as well as the
square, providing the front of the
camera is .not raised very high.
With regard to the lenses, it is best to
use the longest focus one that the sub-
ject will allow of. Sometimes a very
wide-angled one will be required, and
at other times a lens of medium focus
may be suitable. I myself use a
casket of seven single lenses, which
by different combinations form wide
angled and rectilinear lenses, of focus
from four to fourteen inches. I find
this very convenient, as I can make a
lens to suit any subject. either for
copying. architecture, portrait, or
landscape. By having a casket of
lenses it comes a great deal cheapet
than by buying the lenses separate.
The next consideration is the tripod,
which should be one of the three-fold
variety ; it must not be one of the
light tourist kind that vibrate at the
least touch, but a strong. thick one.
A ball-head tripod top will be a use-
ful addition, as the camera, when
fixed on this, can easily be moved up,
down, or sideways, and can be moved

round, thus saving the trouble of
shifting the tripod to get the best
angle cf view. Before photographing
it is well to note the time of day when
the light will be right, as it will be
almost useless to take a photograph
in the middle of the day if the princi-
pal window in the angle of view faces
south. A dull day is by far the most
suitable for photographing interiors,
because of the soft, diffused light it
gives. Of course, the exposure will
be greater, but the results will be
worth the extra trouble. If the floor
is a stone or a polished wood one, it
may be found somewhat difficult to
fix the tripod in position. There may
be some cracks in the stone in which
the joints of the tripod may be placed.
If there ate not, a very good dodge
vould be to obtain some putty and

put a lump in each place for the tri-
pod points to be stuck in. The putty
can easily be removed after. Polished
wood is worse than stone, as it is
usually so even that it is almost im-
possible to get the tripod to firmly
bite. The best plan is to place a rug
over it for the tripod to stick in.
Where this is not practicable, putty
must be used. This difficulty got
over, the next is to focus. This will
be fairly hard on account of the dark-
ness, and some objects being nearer
than other. To help the focussing,
place a lighted candle in the far dis-
tance, one in th,: middle, and another
in the foeground, and focus till all
three are sharp. The back of the
camera must now be looked to, to see
that it is upright ; this should be put
right by means of a level. It must be
perfectly upright, otherwise the sub-
ject will look distorted. By drawing
two straight lines down and two
across the focussing-screen by means
of a square, it will greatly aid it get-
ting the back upright. The lens
should not be stopped down more
than is absolutely necessary for sharp-
ness sake, as it vill prolong the expo-
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Moutreafi aZner6 Ztub.
ORGANIZED 1890. ,29 P-o INCORPORATED 1892.

Club Rooms & Studio,
No. 4 Phillips Square.

PRESIDENT:

11r. GEORGE SUtINER.

VICE-PRESIDENT:

11r. A. W. COLE.

SECRETARV-TREASURER:

Nr. A. CLARENCE LYI1AN,

157 St. James Street.

COMMITTEE :

Edward Barry, David R. Brown, G. W. Davies, Robert W. Elliott, Nevill N. Evans,
Fred. T. Jennings, JatnîesJ. Mason, Archibald McLean, C. K. Temple, R. Wilson Jr.

Special Features.
1, Studio, with good sky and side liglits, for portrature,

groups, copying, etc.

2. Dark rooms, fitted with appliances for developing,
washing, fixing, etc., of negatives and lantern
slides.

3. Electriclight (ioo candle power) enlarging apparatus.

4. Reading Room, supplied with the leading photogra-
phic publications of England and the United
States, as well as several of the leading weekly
and monthly magazines.

Subscription: $5.00 per annum.
• Junior Subscription: $3.00 per annun.
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sure. For a briglit interior f132 is
plenty low enough, and fl16 for a
dark one. When taking an interior,
especially a church, a fev inquisitive
people are sure to begin walking
about, perhaps with an idea of being
included in the photograph. Teil
them in as polite a manner as possible
that they are not required. If they
were allowed to remain during. the
txposure, wherever they went their
faces would cause a ghostly white line
to appear on the negative. Anti-
halation plates give good results, but
negatives quite equal to theni can be
obtained on ordinary plates with a
little care. Cut films givelittle if any
halation, but they are of little use in
photographing architecture on account
of the difficulty in getting the surface
of the film perfectly flat. The kind
of plates to use will greatly depend
on the class of interior. If it is
brightly and evenly illuminated, and
there are no coloured windows, use
ordinary plates. If the windows are
coloured, isochromatic plates ; mediun
rapidity. On the other hand, if the
interior is dark and unevenly lighted
by colored windows, isochromatic
plates, rapid brand, must be used, as
they tone down the contrasts, while
ordinary plates- make them deeper.
Halation is prevented casier than itis
cured. It is decidedly unwise to plio-
tograph an interior without using
either an anti-halation or a backed
plate. It is very easy to back a plate;
ail that is required is to place some
substance of a non-actinic coloursuch
as red or black, in perfect contact
with the back of the plate. A very
good mixture may be made as fol-
lows : Burnt sienna (powdered), i oz.;
gum arabic, i oz.; glycerine, 2 oz.;
water io oz. Lay the plate film side
down on a clean sheet of paper,
and apply the mixture evenly with a
flat camel-hair brush. Care must be
taken that none gets on the film, or it
will be spoilt. Another method, which

lias the advantage of being cleaner, is
to obtain a piece of black Ainerican
oil-cloth, as used for upholstering.
Cut to the size of the plate, smear
all over the glazed side vith glycerine,
and squeegee on to the glass side of
the plate. The advantage of using
oil.:cloth is that it nay be used over
and over again by adding fresh gly-
cerine. The burnt sienna mixture
must be removed off the back of the
negative before developing by means
of a damp sponge. The exposure will
greatly depend upon the brightness of
the interior, but it must be remeni-
bered that short exposures cause deep
contrasts, which spoil the photograph.
Long exposures are by far the best, as
they tone ,down the contrasts. kill the
halation, and bring out the detail in
the deepest shadows. Therefore do
not give a short exposure, but give
one as long as the subject will stand
without gross over-exposure and rever-
sal. For developing this class of
work there is nothing to beat pyro,as
it brings out 'nost detail. The for-
mula given with the kind of plate
used will be nost suitable, with the
difference that a little more accelea ator
is uscd. As soon as the vindovs
begin to appear on the negative,
which they will do first, they should
be painted over with a io per cent.
solution of bromide of potassium to
prevent them developing too quickly.
By the tinie the other parts are well
developed, the windows ought to be a
nice density, and showing ail detail.
If after development the windows still
show too dense, they should be
reduced by means of a camel-hair
brush dipped in a weak solution of
ferricyanide of potassium in hypo.
The solution mnst not be allowed to
run over any other parts of the nega-
tive.
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Use the

Hammer Dry plates.
ABSOLUTELY

UNIFORM and CLEAN
INCOMPARABLE for the

Studio
for the

Hand Camara

No Frilling in
Hot Weather.

For Sale by all Dealers
at Popular Prices.

Hammer o
RetouchIng

Varnish fEST

Fine Retouching

Hammer-..m*
Eikonogen and Metol.

Dp Rcady for use, are the FINnEST PREPARED developers on theDeveloners, mkt

Send for "HAMMER'S LITTLE BOOK," a short talk on Negative Making.
Mailed FREE to any address.

Hammer Dry Plate Co.,
&r. Louis, M. O.

DAVID H. HOGG, Canadian Trade Agent.
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An Artistic Triumvirate.
BV E. WALLON, IN "PHOTO GAZETTE."

Reference has so often been made
and reproduction given in these pages
of the works of Messieurs Denachy
and Puyo that we venture to quote
from an appreciation - in the P/toto
Gazette - of these two photographers
and their confrère, in the present ins-
tance, Monsieur Brémard.

For two years past Messieurs De-
machy and Puyo have arranged a
small semi private exhibition of their
vorks, which have been a distinguish-

ed success. This year their studio has
again been thrown open, with the
added inducement to the visitor that
this time the collection includes works
from the camera of Monsieur Bré-
mard, who for some years past has
taken a leading place among photo-
graphers of the modern school.

The combination las been attended
with the happiest results. The three
artists stand out sharply from one an-
other as regards the subjects they
select, their methods of treatment, as
well as the general character of their
works. Each lias a distinct style of
his own, so that there would be no
fear of confusion if their frames were
to get mixed Yet, though they are
so different, the works of one harmo-
nise wonderfully with the others.

MM. Demachy and Brémard rarely
print by auy other process than gum-
bichromate ; they are, in fact, the two
foremost photograpliers in France in
the skilful and certain use of this pro-
cess. M. Puyo, on the other hand,
while he is a clever " gummist" cher-
ishes a preference for Artigue paper,
of which lie makes admirable use.

MM. Demachy and Puyo carry
their art to the nicest refinement,
searchin* for and using every means
which p..otographers can take to avoid
the commonplace, whilst M. Brénard,
though no less attractive, is a simpler
artist.

For many reasons I cannot pass the
exhibition in detailed review, and will
limit myself to giving a general im-
pression. It lias seemed to me - I
have thought so from the first - that
MM. Demachy and Puyo have been
exercising an unquestionable influence
on each other during the labt two
years. M. Demachy's pictures are
more rechtrché than formerly ; a pic-
ture like "L'Automne," embodying
such delicate feeling and exhibiting
such wise and skilful treatment, is a
distinct sign of this new tendency.
M. Puyo, on his part, has done more
work on the print, and has succeeded
in realising with Artigue paper the
flexibility of gum-bichromate.

The former, while lie shows that he
can be modern, remains classical, but
classical in such a way that he can
turn his genius over a wide range of
subjects. On the same wall we found
red chalks of exquisite beauty, por-
traits stern in character as that of an
amateur engraver or soft and sweet as
those of a first communicant, both
studies, and landscapes of strong in-
terest. But in all of them, down even
to the fashion of finishing the prints,
you can see that M. Demachy gathers
his inspiration - and with the hap-
piest result too - from the art of the
eighteënth century.

His distinguished friend possesses a
livelier fancy and more eclectic taste.
If the profile of the woman with a
luminous veil, or the study of " Le
Torse," which was exhibited at the
Photo Club last year, prove that M.
Puyo can photograph in the classical
style, the woman vhom lie shows
crouched before the fire has more in
common with the art of Besnard than
with that of Fragonard. One always
finds with M. Puyo the same skilful
handling of the light, by which he
obtains, in an ordinary room, the most
ingenious combinations of lighting,
but out of doors he is still a master.
We were shown several groups of wo-
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Lloyd"s Rotary
Trimmer

True.
Clean.
Quick.
Any thickness.
Without 'buckling" the

paper.
For years without sharpening.

PRICES.

7-inch, - - $3.00. 84-inch, - - $3.50
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Your photographic dealer can supply you; if not, we will.
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men in a park. The composition was
almost always happy, and the odd
and nondescript costumes gave, by
contrast with the landscape, that im-
pression of anachronism which seems
almost unavoidable.

I have said that M. Brémard is
simple in style, and it is not a fault
in him. The studies of heads and
busts, which he mostly favours in his
studio work, do not call fôr the same
nicety of composition, but they arc

-or, rather, images - of different co-
lours from the sanie negative one upon
another, obtaining inthis way prints
which, though still monochrome, pos-
sess certain special and marked char-
acteristics. If the general effect which
lie obtains in this way is not to his
mind, there is no doubt that M. Bré-
mard can apply his skill with gum.
bichromate and his unexceptional
taste to overcome the difficulties of
the process, which has, I believe, great

BRIDGE ON TIIE C. P. R. "ON STANLEY DRY PLATE." Photo by J. W. Heckmian, Esq.

always fresh and vigorous, and show
a large and well-chosen variety of
tones, besides the most beautiful ef-
fects of lighting. I understand that
M. Brémard does not resort much to
local development or work on the
half-dried proof, but has a fondness
for an ingenious nethod of combina-
tion printing He superimposes prints

.possibilities. He carries his simplicity
into landscape work, but knows how
to use it to good effect. His collection
includes some landscapes in delicate
and tender grey, with which I fell in
love on the spot. Several pretty por-
traits of children were there, and I
saw again with renewed pleasure the
"Balles des Savon" of last year's Salon.
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__@ FLESH BLUE YELLOW BROWN

A
Genuine REVOLI'S MAGIC PHOTO-TINTS.
N ovelty,

GREEN PINK MAGENTA PURPLE

Eight Transparent Colors for tinting Photos.,
Lantern Slides and photos to be mounted on glass,
flat or convex, Flesh, Blue, Yellow, Brown, Green,

i Pink, Magenta and Purple. A full set mailed post-
paid on receipt of price. Enough to tint hundreds of photographs.
Only colors for tinting photos., for the price, in the market. Full
directions, giving ail the secrets for tinting photographs, with each
set, and so simple that anyone without knowledge of drawing or
shading, can color with success. Unlike any thing ever before offered,
the ease with which they can be used, and the marvelous results
when washed over a photo., causing wonder everywhere. For inst-
ance, one wash of the Flesh tint over the face in a photo., using
camels hair or sable brush, then blotted up with a piece of blotting
paper, and the features have taken the color of nature. The photo-
itself supplies the shadows, as the tints are transparent and
simply stain the picture, leaving ail the detail and shadow of the
photo. as it was before the tint was applied.

Send for a set and you will be surprised and delighted.
Liberal discount to agents and the trade. Thev are selling

rapidly everywhere, their low price and pleasureable results obtained
making them desirable to every up-to-date amateur and professional
photographer.

DAVI5 I. HOGG lontreal and Toronto.
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SOME TIPS.
BY "LvPOP."

Good tip for printing as soon as the
negative is washed. Squeegee a piece
of very thin celluloid into contact with
a wet negative, when it can at once
be printed from.

A good reducer for negatives.

Water...................
Sodium chloride ...............
Copper sulphate . .............

10 oZs.
120 grs.
48 "

Hypo...... .......... ........... 90 grs.
Water...... . ............ . io ozs.

Place the negative, after being well
washed, in I. for twenty or thirty se-
conds ; rinse, and then place it in II.
The reduction takes place in Il. The
longer it is left in I. the more reduct-
ion takes place, so care must be taken
about the time it is left in I. If ne-
gative is over-exposed add a few drops
of a solution of salt ; if under. a few
drops of a solution of coppersulphate.
The negative should then be thorough-
ly washed. The advantage of this
reducer is that with a little modifica-
tion it may be used as an intensifier
by putting negative in a solution of
silver nitrate.

To put a spout on a vulcanite dish
place a corner in boiling water till it
gets soft, when it can easily be mould-
ed into a spout with the fingers.
This is useful if the corner is cracked
or chipped.

A home-made negative box.
Get a box about Y2 in. widerinside

than the negative. Then get two
pieces of wood as long as the box, y•
in. thick and 2 in. deep, and, with a
thick saw, saw grooves in them at
equal distances apart, as many as you
want the box to hold aegatives. Glue
these into the box, and your negative
box is made. This is a much less
troublesome way than gluing strips of

wood along the box, and much more
stable.

A good way to tell the exposure for
daylight enlarging.

Find, by experiment on a small
piece of paper, the exposure with a cer-
tain stop and paper. Then take a piece
of P.O.P and expose it, while you ex-
pose the enlargement, and note the
tint it goes. You can easily match
this by painting on paper with watcr-
colours. When this is done your dif
ficulty is over, as, knoving the expo-
sure when the light turns the paper to
the standard tint in a certain time,
the exposure can easily be calculated
at any time by exposing the P.O.P.
till it is the standard tint, and count-
ing the numper of minutes or seconds
and exposing the enlargement for the
same time, always using same stop
and paper, or else calculating for the
difference.

RODINAL.
DY E. W. GODWIN.

There were quite a number of
queries during the past year in the
PHOTOGRAPHIC NEwS on the use of
rodinal as a developer for plates, pa-
pers, &c., and in the following article
I wish to embody as far as possible
all the information I have abtained
from experience, and also all I have
been able to collect on the subject.
Rodinal is a very concentrated para-
midophenol solut'on, prepared by dis-
solving hydrochloride of paramidoph-
enol in a solution of metabisulphite of
potassium. To this is added, with
constant agitation, a strong solution of
caustic soda until the precipitate first
formed is redissolved. For use it me-
rely requires dilution with water. It
is the subject of a patent by its in-
ventor, Dr. Andresen, and it is well
that it is put on the market in this
form, as its preparation varies with
different samples of the paramidoph-
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enol salt, so that the laboratory ma-
nufacture is much more likely to be
uniform and reliable than any amateur
method of compounding the same. It
was patented in 1891, but did not
become much known until the year
later, when it was found to be parti-
cularly useful for the development or
partial development of quick hand-
camera exposures, plates not being at
that time so remarkably fast as at
present, and the necessity being the-
refore greater than nov to obtain as
much detail as possible without block.
ing up the high lights.

As a smaller amount of parami-
dophenol salt is required for the de-
'velopment of a plate than almost any
other agent, it will be seen that rodi-
nal possesses an enornous degree of
concentration. It should also be noted
that sufficient alkali for development
is present in the solution as sold, and
there is never any necessi.ty to use
more. As Mr. Bothamley pointed
out at the end of last year, pyrogallol
and developers of that class generally
bring out the image step by step, the
high lights coming well out before the
shadows, but rodinal brings out all
details at about the same time, densi-
ty being obtained by prolonged de.
velopment. Rodinal is a very perma-
nent developer. It is sold in deep-
tinted glass bottles, securely corked
with a well-fitting indiarubber cork,
which, when replaced after using,
renders the bottle absolutely air-tight.

When first opened, the solution is a
faint yellowish tint, and although, in
course of time, in opened bottles, the
solution acquires a considerable,
amount of colour, no depreciation
will be found in its developing quali-
ties, nor will it stain any more than
the new article, and that is nihil. Any
salty deposit on the neck or at the
bottom also seems to cause absolutely
no difference in the working of the
developer. The effect of temperature
is said by the makers to be extremely

slight with ias use-very different to
that of pyrogallol or hydroquieene,

A solution of, say, one in ten is
made by taking one part-such as a
dram -of rodinal, and adding to it
nine parts or drams of water. The
total of this will be ten parts or drams.
This is the most convenient way of
making up the solution, and if a note
is made in the pocket-book of the
quantities and proportions in this inan-
ner for a certain effect, it is easily re-
peated. The above notes are gene-
ralities on this developer. Now we
come to its use for plates, &c.

Negatives.--Certain plates seem to
be suitable for development with ro-
dinal much more than others. Plates
which, as a rule, give soft negatives
are not so suitable, but any thickly-
coated plates, giving an image on the
hard side, or containing a large pro-
portion of hard gelatine, are most ea-
sily worked with it. The difficulty is
to obtain sufficient density. By con-
tinuing development for a considera-
ble time, density can generally be ul-
timately obtained ; but if not, the ne-
gative must be intensified. The in-
crease then obtained is marvellous ;
radinal negatives seem to take on
more density proportionately than al-
most any other in an intensifier, and
the originally thin negative now beco-
mes most brilliant and perfect in gra-
dation, and I may say that a number
of the best negatives for printing I
have ever made are intensified, rodi-
nal-developed negatives.

It is maintained by many photo-
graphers that no one developer allows
of less exposure being given to the
plate than another to obtain really
good results, but with very rapid hand-
camera exposures I have always
noticed how superior the negatives
were, both in detail and gradation,
when developed by rodinal as against
pyrogallol. Hurter & Driffield have
put it on record that rodinal certainly
gives a great increase in speed with
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Stiutfeg Dry JY"%tes
PRICE LIST

Regular 35 and 50 Sensitonieter, and
Process Plates.

SizE. W LSA RETAI,.LIsT.

Ix 2 per dozen... $. $ 0 25-...$ 0 20
2 X 2 3 ........ 0 25 ........ o 20
24X 23 " ........ 0 25........ o 20

3 x 3 " ...-... 0 35........ 0 30
3 x 3 4 .. •... 0 35 .... ... 0 30
3,4 X 3 " .•.- 35........ 0 30
3%× 33 " . • 040........ 0 30
3Y. 3x 4 •.... 0 . 0 40....... .. 0 30
3%x 43 " ....... o 45......... 35
4%x 4C ........ 65 • . . 0 55
4 x 5 4 65........ 0 55
4x 634 " ... -..... 8 .. o65
4U x 63/ Cabinet per dozei o 9o....... o 65
5 x 7 " ........ 1 10........ 0o90
5 8 " ........ 1 25........ 00
63 8x ........ 1 65 ..... . 1 25
8 xIo 2 40........ 1 go
o x2 ..... : 3 80........320

I Y ×14 " ........ 5 00........ 4 30
14 x17 " ........ 900........ 7 80
16 x 20 " ........ 12 50........ 11 00

X22 ........ 15 50........ 13 50

Other sizes in proportion cut to order.
Cabinet size in lots of 12 dozen and over,

6o cts. per dozen.

NON-H ALATION PLATES.

39X 4........ .. $ 6o............$045
4 × 5 ................ ......... 65
43 x 6X ............ 120............ 0g

5 × 7 ............. 140............ 1I
5 ×S .........-..- . ............ 125
634x 84...........2 10............I 6
8 x io............... 300............240

10 X 12 ............... 5w............375
Il x r4 ............... 6o...........5oo
14 x17 ..-............. •11•50 .........II.. ,
16 20 ............... 16Oc...........1250
1 X22.................200............. 15 50

LANTERN SLIDE PLATES.

3x 3X............$035............. $030

Process Pfates ,are oîiiy niade in sizes from
394 x 43< upivards.
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appears during development. This
will be frequently found to be due to
the red lamp being unsafe. A rapid
plate should be exposed as little as
possible even to red rays.

We cannot all afford expensive
lamps fitted with red, canary, and
white glasses and a canary medium
shade, but have to put up with some-
thing rather cheap and perhaps nasty.
For the benefit of such, a little dodge
that I use may not come amiss. I
have a little two-fold screen that
stands comfortably or. the developing
bench, the frame being made of nar-
row strips of wood cut from a cigar-
box; eaci panel is io in. by 5 in.
It is hinged with a strip of canary
medium running right dowi it, and
canary mediura is, of course, the mat-
erial of which it is made. When I
am filling slides with, or developing,
rapid or isochromatic plates I stand
up my screen between the lamp and
the dishes or slides, and find I have
lost no plates from fog during develop-
ment since I started this plan.

The Use of an Alum 'Bath for
Negatives.

BY W. E. A. DRINKWATER.

Judging by the remarks that appear
from time to time in the Photogra-
phic News, the alum bath and its
advantages and disadvantages may
prove to be the subject of a useful
half-hour study The poor alua bath
has many bad words hur'ed at it.
Some workers will not even look at it
at all, so strong is their condemnation
of it. And. as usually happens when
a thing is cursed by everybody, they
have some amount of right on their
side. whilst it-the much maligned -
is not quite so black as it is painted.

For instance. It is alleged against
the alum bath that it produces those
lovely stains or markings (of wondrous
formation and contour) which we call
" alum markings " for want of a better

naine. The poor editor is constantly
being assailed on this point-How to
get rid of such markings? Many a
time have I read with interest his
answer in the vain hope that he may
suggest a way out of it, because I of-
ten have such negatives brought to
me for the purpose of having these
stains removed. However, we niust
face the inevitable. Once in the film,
no means as yet known will remove
them. This, then, is the great sin of
the alum bath. But the fault does
not lie with the bath, it lies with the
photographer. "The horse is a noble
animal, but when ill-treated ceases to
be so," says the poet. Likewise alum.

The first point for consideration is
that alum is an acid salt and our de-
velopers (with the exception of amidol
and ferrous oxalate) are distinctly
alkaline. If, now, the washing be-
tween development and alum has not
been most thorough it follows that
some anount of alkalinity is carried
over into the alum bath, and by the
time sonie half-dozen plates have been
developed and often sooner than
that-the familiar and dreaded stains
will make their appearance. But I
put it to you : Did you ever see such
markings on the first plate passed
through a freshly-mixed alum bath,
providing, of coure, the developer had
been washed off the plate? I think
you must concede that such a thing
does not occur. Hence it is evident
that fresh alum does not cause such
markings. This looks as though I
were advocating a fresh bath for every
plate developed. But read on and
you will find this is not so.

What happens if the alum and hypo
get mixed in the plate owing to in-
sufficient washing between the baths?
Sometimes stains and soinetimes none.
So nothing is proved from that sug-
gestion. Besides, we must remember
that nany formula: recommend a
mixed bath of hypo and alum, but
always in an acidified state. This is
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some plates-as much as three times,
they noted, in several instances. In
the case of the most rapid exposures,
or in cases of known under-exposures,
begin development with a solution of
rodinal one in thirty of water, made
up as previously described. This is
as weak a solution as need be em-
ployed, unless stand development is
resorted*to.

No bromide is necessary, nor even
desirable, in this developer, which
may be relied on to get as much, and
probably more, out of such exposures
as have been mentioned than any
other developer. Development may
take a very long time with so weak a
solution-perhaps an hour in extreme
cases, but the results will pay for the
trouble. There will be less blocking
up of the high lights than with any
other developing agent, and, as the
makers say, the reproduction of the
lighting of the subject is perfect.
There is a considerable loss of density
in fixing, as with others of the newer
developers. If too thin, the negative
nay be intensified. and will then pro-

bably be suitable for almost any print-
ing process, but if required for P.O.P.
printing such an increase of density is
not needed. P.O.P. does not require
so plucky a class of negative as most
other papers, and negatives developed
with rodinal I have always found
very suitable. The printing fraine
should be covered with tissue paper,
plain or tinted, when printing from
thin negatives, to obtain the best
results.

No clearing bath need be used, as
there is absolutely no stain whatever
given with rodinal, even with the
most prolonged development, and in
consequence the negatives print ex-
tremely rapidly, and especially so
with artificial light, as in bromide,
velox, &c. A rodinal negative appears,
in fact, much as an ordinary studio
negative of portraiture.

( 2 ' be continued.)

Seasonable Hints on Develop-
ment.

BY M. C. FAIR.

Development in cold weather is not
conducted under the most favourable
circumstances. As a rule, the luckless
photographer is relegated either to a
cellar, a chilly cupboard, or an out-
house where he is himself nearly
frozen, and the solutions get extreme-
ly cold.

It does not occur to many begin-
ners that temperature has a great in-
fluence over the process; he wonders
why in cold weather the image is so
long appearing, and density is so dif-
ficult to obtain. The remedy is not
far to seek. If possible, heat the dark
room ; an oil stove is very good means
of so doing, and they can be pur-
chased very cheaply nowadays. A
small one is the best. It will, of
course, give white light as well as heat;
to obviate this drawback buy, borrow,
or steal from the garden one of those
large earthenware pots which are used
for forcing rhubarb, and place over
the stove.

If, however, a stove cannot be kept
burning, some other plan must be re-
sorted to. The simplest means-one
that I always adopt with great success
-is to pour very hot water into a
measuring beaker, developing dishes,
and hypo dishesjust before use. The
beaker is emptied first and the de-
veloper mixed, the red lamp of course
being ready lit; then the dishes are
emptied, the hypo put ready, and
development is proceeded with, when
density will be readily obtained, and
development is not nearly so prolong-
ed as it would otherwise have been.

The reverse course is followed in
summer, beaker and dishes being
treated in a similar mranrer with the
coldest water procurable.

Photographers often use very rapid
plates for grey days and snow scenes,
and are much troubled with fog which
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an important point, as we shall sec
later on.

Again, what happens if a plate is
not washed at ail after development,
nor aluied, but passed direct from
developer into hypo. and, vhen fixa-
tion is cotiplete, is passed direct into
alum without interniediate washing ?
In this case stains are not .so frequent,
but still occur sometimes. My ex-
pcrience lias proved that the tine of
appeariance of these stains has a dis-
tinct relation to the number of plates
which have gone through the alum
bath. Also, I have found that the
markings come into being muchi socner
if a caustic alkali has been used than
if a carbonate. Ail of which points
in one direction - the stains are caused
by a certain amount of alkalinity
coming over from the developer to the
alum bath.

At this point one naturally inquires,
why not, if possible, dispense with the
use of the alum bath altogether ? This
seens on the face of it to be the cor-
rect remedy, but there are many ad-
vantages arising from the use of aluni
that we are glad to avail ourselves of.
Some plates have a tendency to frill
-notably one pop:lar and iuch-used
plate-and aluni is almost a necessity
with such a plate. Plates that have
been alumed dry in a mucli more re-
gular manner and in about hialf the
time comparcd to unalumîed plates ; if
a negative if to be retouched or work-
ed upon with pencil in any way it is
in a nuch better condition for such
work after alum than without it; un-
alumed gelatine is very hygroscopic
and takes up moisture from the atmos-
plere much more rcadily than w'hen
alum is used, hence silver stains are
much more likely to occur in P.O.P.
printing.and lantern slides more likely
to melt under the heat of the lantern;
and, finally, the judicious use of the
alun bath puts an enormous power in
our hands in the way of controlling
the familiar pyro stain. Considering

all these points, it seems to be better
to find out how to use alum than not
to use it at ail.

The preceding remarks on alkal-
inity being carried over to the aluni
bath will doubtless suggest to you, as
it did to me, the addition of an acid,
such as citric or hydrochloric, to the
aluni bath Working in this way I
soon discovered that every trace of
hypo must be washed out of the ne-
gative before an acidulated aluni bath
may be used ; otherwise there is forn-
ed in the film a uhite opalescence
that is as annoying as the alum stains,
and very nearly as difficult to reniove.
If, then, the plate had a tendency to
frill, the film would probably be float-
ing down the sink before the acidu-
latel aluni could safely be applied.
Besid-.s, th. use of acid aluni will en-
tirely remove the pyro stain (if the
negative has not been dried) whether
we vish it renoved or not, and often
it is an advantage to retain it. So
this meth. d of procedure was dis-
carded, and attention given to the
addition of acids to the fixing bath.

English plate-makers pride them-
selves on issuing the best-made plates
in the world, and probably they may
have reason for pride in this direction,
but I cannot say that I have the same
exalted opinion of ail their published
formulæ. The German scientists have
for a long time advocated the use of
an acid fixing bath, if concocted aright,
and that is where the rub comes in.
I suppose English plate-makers do
not recommend acid fixing bath be-
cause they are aware of the pitfalls in
the way or carrying out the mixing
operations. Hoiwever that may be, I
was fortunate enough to come across
a suggestion that made it ail easy and
plain sailing. I am not sure on the
point, but I believe the suggcstion was
contained in one of our Editor's
"Answers t. Correspondents." I have
picked up sc, nany good hints in that
column that I forget which is which,
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and naturally put down anythinggood
to that source. The acid fixing is
simply compounded by the addition
of meta-bisulphite of potassium in the
proportion of one ounce to the pound
of hypo. There is no question as to
the order of mixing, they may be
put into the water together, and so
dissolved , there is no deposit to be
filtered out ; the bath remains clear
and limpid after repeated using , and,
best of all, I have never seen an a uni
stain since I used it.

My procedure, now, is as follows:
After development I give about ten
second.'s wash under the tap, if con-
venient. (if inconvenient, never mind,
omit it), and put the plate into an acid
fixing bath as described. After ten
minutes' fixation, and another ten
seconds' wash (which can also he
omitted if desired), I give five minutes
in a plain alum bath, and the plate is
ready for the final washing. You will
observe that, contrary to a celebrated
formula, I always omit the alum bath
before fixing, and my reason for so
doing is- as already explained - be-
cause the use of alum before hypo is
the course most conducive to produc-
ing alum stains.

I have occasionally been met with
the remark, "But my plates frill if I
do not use aluin before fixing." I used
to answer. " Then try another make."
'l his, perhaps, is rather too sweeping,
although there are plenty of plates to
be had that will not frili under such
treatnent. I am indebted to Mr. J.
T. Sandell for a valuable suggestion
as to the treatment of a plate with a
tend<ncy towards frilling. You may
have observed yourself that it is ex-
ceedingly rare for a plate to frill in
the developer unless development is
pushed to an enormous extent. Frill-
ing generally shows itself during wash-
ing after development, or in the
washing after fixation. Mr. Sandell
pointed out that these intermediate
washings were unnecessary if an acid

fixing bath were used, and I am now
quite unconcerned as to the future
possibilities of a negative on a brand
of plate that is known to frill a good
deal. I develop it, fix it, alun it,
without any interniediate washings
whatever, and when I follow this
course I n.ver lose a plate from frill-
ing troubles. There is this to be said,
however. If the plate will allov of it,
and it is convenient to do so, a short
intermediate wash is desirable, as your
fixing and alun baths .will remain
clearer and have a longer life.

On the whole, then, and for the
reasons I have indicated, I advocate
the use of alum after an acid fixing
bath.

FOR SALE.
A 6'xS Ideal Camera, double swing,

with Rapid Rectilinear Leise. Five
extra Holders complete set of Kits and
good Tripod.

Will sell cheap 011 account of wanting
a larger instrument.

Apply to
G. W. TAYLOR,

Lauder, Man.

WANTED.
A situation by a good all round Pho-
ographer well posted in all branches
of the business.

Address: PAUL M. CASTOR,
Box 123. Collingwood, Ont.

WANTED.
By a young man asimprover, 3 years
experience, references given, wages no
object.

Address: F. H. WILLIS,
Exeter, Ont.

FOR SALE.
One 5 x 8 -Blair Mahogany View

Camera, 6 double plate holders, tripod
and carrying case. All as good as
new. $25.oo for lot; cost $6o.oo.

Apply DAVID H. HOGG,
159 Bay St., Toronto.
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The

St. Louis and Canadian

Photographer.
h La'rgest Circulation amongHas the It a

Trades. It is the Most

Ably Conducted and lias the largest staff of

thoroughly experienced, practical up-to-date

n riters on the Scientific, Artistic and Business

branches of Photography than any other journal,

whicli has made it so popular that the subscribers

cannot do without it therefore, it lias beconie the

Best Medium for Advertisers to reach all classes

connected with Photography.

For terms for advertising, address :

Mrs. Fitzgibbon=Clark, Pr°p°ritorand

St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Subsripion Tie, $ .0 A Yoar
lin -A/Idzunc<, - - 2.50 '
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Blue tâbel.
-&A-highly àonsitized'collodio*i parer o.f-gro4ib ermàIpeney, and producing.

thé xnost exquisite'd4tàils and dollniLion froni delicute, soft négatives.

A. brilliant, puroly collodion, high grade paper, of 'great keeping qualitiez,,
flor -vie~, om rcîlandiiverage.porfrait- work.. -Shimle'to, maîâptihite,

adhem troabeilrund paper on the'Ùa-rket.,

ristO-Platio
A xnatt surfade paper for PlatinunCabf and. Sepia effects, absolutely
permaùni,.and of the highest art valeC"'

* r Thé ràternity.preferding ýepa=rté bathe wiffind àu odo fttivn

-age and. economy. Absolute co,üdençe can be' placèd, lu it8 upJ.oin--
*y - strenèth, anidaàcdity. VIt will tone more rsfo h iz.oùey, than any,

ding tbe.-rehability of' ieWuts WIth Our paper.*

4,This Platinumin is put up iD 'the, saine highly eoncntàrated'- forra -as àAriàto
Gold, in, uîàiling jackage, wnd reVuirei 01nly the addiox ofYAter,.t

.complete he bath.

g Adamantine. Vlainisb..,** .

Manufacture? with specraeference to se- ivith'euso.pprad'r
* lates., 1 protection to. the n'egative, and 'will not stick or'staîn nÈ& any
N kndof wathi' if dire ctions ure followod. Six ounce bottie > i 040

-'$1.00; quartà, eý9.9; g1oR$.0' '

rhi AritoS ott iClor.iht h aèÊi1aC sfl;an ap>UP d
_: Pilckage containing threeBbades., -Priée, $0.60.

Aris and lV ezz Pitingl Pfecla pte: *%- 1eprdS'w'hteepae
-fi<vithd talent- or-sl for dra.wiing: ; wvorIs on tho piiipe oftecild's.

transparent ' laté. Âny.desi,& n b~e doteps, and.rep)rduced.
p w- - by ~prnting 'saino'in Oonneto wth tenegaie U--

ony y heAmerîçan Arstotype C'
1'ff e-.
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